


MAKEUP BRUSHWELCOME
All bySWIERCZ makeup brushes are handmade. The brushes are made from raw materials 
chosen with great care. bySWIERCZ cooperates with a family driven company, in South East Asia, 
which throughout generations has made makeup brushes, making them some of the best make-
up brush manufactures in the world. Each brush has been handled with great care, made by 
experts, designed simple and elegant, and created for women all over the world, just in the spirit 
of bySWIERCZ

FLAT KABUKI BRUSH
The large, flat shape allows you to create a better coverage by applying 
more product onto your skin. The dense, synthetic bristles also boost the 
bend-ability of your mineral makeup and leave you with a visibly soft, 
smooth, and perfectly even complexion in an airbrushed fashion.

TAPER KABUKI BRUSH
The multi-functional design of the tapered brush offers you complete 
control and is ideal to be used with mineral makeup to define 
cheekbones by highlighting and contouring. The dense, synthetic 
bristles allows you to pick up and deposit the right amount of powder, 
as well as allowing you to layer and blend effortlessly.

to bySWERICZ - a universe 
full of strong women, who 
enjoy the comfort and 
befitting of their makeup - as 
well as being dependable. 
To all proud women, who 
with their heads high, 
welcome life’s challenges 
with a firm grip, a neat 
manicure, and a 
comprehension of the 
strength, which a red lipstick 
provides. 
Our makeup is developed 
for women, who keep their 
feminine expressions and 
fortitude as a priority, no 
matter where in life they 
may be.      
Magdalena Swiercz



MAKEUP BRUSH

MINERAL POWDER BRUSH
The flat mineral powder brush is perfect for buffing in foundation, blending in powders, 
and applying bronzer.
The durable, dense bristles offer great control and a full coverage application.

FOUNDATION BRUSH
This foundation brush with synthetic bristles gives you full control when applying and 
blending liquid and cream based foundation. The shape of the brush is designed to create 
a smooth, even finish and flawless look. 

CONCEALER BRUSH
The concealer brush offers soft, yet firm synthetic bristles that is slightly tapered so any area 
of the face can be reached easily. You can apply and blend liquid or cream based products 
without trouble, leaving you with a flawless canvas.

MAKEUP BRUSH

EYESHADER BRUSH
This eyeshader brush is the perfect tool for eyeshadow application. The flat, tapered, synthetic 
bristles picks up as little or as much eyeshadow as desired, and is ideal for building color 
intensity with powder or cream based eyeshadows.

BLENDER BRUSH
The blender brush is a must-have tool for eyeshadow. Because of the soft, tapered natural hair 
bristles this brush allows you to blend eyeshadows using a back and forth motion on the eyelid 
and crease. The brush also helps you achieve a more intense color by applying your favorite 
eyeshadows wet.

EYESHADOW BRUSH
The eyeshadow brush is ideal for applying any type of eyeshadow. The pony haired bristles 
are both wide in shape and condensed, while remaining evenly distributed. This allows you 
to uniformly cover the whole eyelid in just a few simple strokes, which saves not only time, 
but eyeshadow as well. This brush for professionals, can also be used for shading the crease 
and highlighting the brow bone with complete precision.

EYEBROW BRUSH
This brush is the ultimate tool for lining the eyes and defining the brows. The firm, angled 
natural bristles delivers a smooth, precise line every time. The brush’s design also allows you 
to highlight, shape, or define brows with liquid, cream, or powder based products in order to 
accentuate any look.



LIPSTICK
bySWIERCZ offers 5 classic lipstick colors. 5 timeless colors which can be used by women in 
all ages, for every occasion. The texture of the lipstick is creamy and is created for long wear. 
The softly melting lipstick formulation gives an even color payoff with defined outlines. 
The combination of premium class oils protects the lips. The natural ingredients provides an 
unique silky soft skin feeling, reduces stickiness and is proven to increase the moisture content 
of the lips. Dermatologically tested.
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LIPGLOSS
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bySWIERCZ offers 5 classic lipgloss colors. 5 colors which are timeless, and can be worn by 
women in all ages, for every occasion.
bySWIERCZ lipgloss has a firm applicator, shaped special for bySWIERCZ lipgloss texture. The 
applicators shape results in applying just the right amount of lipgloss, while also being perfect 
for applying the gloss on the lips without jaggy edges. The texture of the lipgloss is non sticky but 
long lasting, and gives a super glossy and crystal clear shine effect. Because of the special for-
mulation the lipgloss does not bleed into lip lines. The plant based oil elements form a protective 
nurturing film and increase the shine of the gloss. Shea butter and jojoba oil cares the lips softly.
Dermatologically tested.
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NAIL POLISH 
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bySWIERCZ offers 5 classic nail polish colors. 5 colors which can be worn by women in all ages, 
no matter of the season or trends. bySWIERCZ nail polish creates glossy color brilliance in 
combination with perfect coverage. The wide flat brush enables a flowing and streak-free 
application for an even color result that is easy and fast to apply.
bySWIERCZ also offers a combined base & top coat all-in-one polish. The polish acts like a 
bonder for a chip-free manicure. It also creates a protective shield that helps to decrease the 
risk of color transfer from your manicure. Thanks to this special formulation your manicure lasts 
longer. The wide brush causes less strokes needed, and ultimately results in an easy and less time 
demanding application. No perfumes or parabenes added.



The Scandinavian brand bySWIERCZ values comfort, quality and design.
Magdalena Swiercz is the woman behind the brand. She believes that happiness can be the 
simple things in life. A chic color on the lips, rouge on the cheeks or some well manicured 
nails – these small touches celebrate the joy of being a woman and the woman herself. 
A woman’s confidence, strenght, courage and femininity should always be celebrated and 
nurtered. bySWIERCZ has created a universe where women aren’t just women but women 
who hold on to their feminine expression and strenght – regardless their position.
Through her profundity and passion for beauty Magdalena Swiercz has created exclusive 
makeup on the concept that the products shape and texture makes it easy and fast to apply 
a beautiful makeup or manicure.
bySWIERCZ cooperates with leading makeup 
manufactures in Europe, which all have been chosen 
with great care based on their technical expertise. 
Therefore BySwiercz can stand by all of its products 
and be confident that all bySWIERCZ products are of 
the highest quality.
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